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From air transportation to space exploration: Progress in
modeling and analytics in a “Systems-of-Systems” world
ABSTRACT:

The task of engineering design and the larger endeavor of Systems Engineering are
challenged by increasingly complex systems interactions and network topology evolution, independence of
stakeholders, heterogeneity of participating systems, and all together producing emergent behavior. These
are typical features of Systems-of-Systems, and their study requires different approach and methodologies
than those established in systems engineering. This talk will highlight interesting points along our group’s
journey in this “world” over the last few years.
The first part of this talk will introduce a framework for System-of-Systems engineering, which includes a
three-phase Process Model: the phases of definition, abstraction, and implementation support informed
decision making, providing insights into relative structure and performance of various combinations of
technical, operational, policy, and economic design decisions. The US National Air Transportation System
will be used as an example, with reference to research milestones for sponsors and key publications).
The second part of the talk will focus on the System-of-Systems Analytic Work Bench developed in our
group. The Analytic Work Bench includes methods and tools for reasoning about System-of-Systems
architecture, explicitly addressing the features mentioned above. Two methods for modeling and analysis
of operational and developmental dependencies will be described in detail, and space applications will
provide exemplary use of the methodologies in the Analytic Work Bench.
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